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ABSTRACT
Examing the relai-.1onship between linguistic functions

and other conplex mental and emotional processes such as intellect,
conceptual behavior, personality differences, egocentricity, and
other important facets of cognitive and affective behavior may lead
to the description of upsychologicallyu real grammatical structures
which relate directly to mental processing, storage, and recall. Such
a concept.of English grammar with a cognitive basis according to a
generative semantic theory of language would increase meaningful
learning in English as a second language (ESL). According to
generative semantic theory, the semantic organization is the base and
forms the deep structure; the syntax emerges from the semantic base.
From the beginning stages, language learning can and should be
meaningful, with meaningful manipulation the goal of early ESL
clasSes leading to communication and meaningful learning- Through
communication the learner himself is better able to relate his new
language to his own cognitive organization..(Author/Vm)
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H. Douglas Brown
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Languege teaching can be a very discouraging business at times:

there appears to be no end to the number of linguistic and psychological

controversies in second language acquisition and the more we "know"

about o v. field, the fewer actual solutions ue seem to be able to offer

for our problems. Th s is not by any means a result of a lack of hard

work and sincerity on our part. We get the same feeling that Charlie

Erma/ did in a recent Peanuts strip, as he walked dejectedly off the

pitcher a mound. discouraged and e-h u ted: "Good grief!" he said,

9.84 to 0! I just don't understand it0 How can we lose when

so sincere?"

I don't think we are losing by such a margin in the nguage-

teaching bal

today there i

game, for however dimly ue ugh the eking glass

me progress in the present and hope for the future uhen

we may indeed come face to face with optimal solutions to our 1

teaching predicaments. One path,that leading us closer to that

al recent attempts to go beyond purely

inguistic" considerations and to examine the relationship between

functions end other complex mental and emotional processes

such as intellect, conceptual behavior, personality differences, ego-

centricity, and other tmportant facets of cognitive and affective,

behavior.

_In an earlier paper_(Brown,_1972) I made some.speculations

about-some of the wayo-in Which thisrnew direction of-research could
7
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lead to more "meaningful" language classes In which learniug and

retention may be markedly improved. An important distinction was made

between "rote" and "meaningful" learning: rote learning is a process

of acquiring and storing itens as relatively isolated entities usually

through a process of conditioning, Chet is, through repetition and

practice, with the effect of relatively short-term retention as soon as

rfaring items enter cogniteve structure; meaningful learning in

cortrast, Is a process of relating and anchoring new items into an

established conceptual hierarchy--this process of "subsumption" is an

efficient storage process which prcmotes retention by what I called

"cognitive pruning procedures. Both kinds of learning are evident in

leuman behavior but most of the concepts, ideas and other Items which

are retained over a long I are a product of meaningul /earning0

There are two important conditions that. have to be met'in order

for meaningful learning to take place:

itself must be potentially meaningful to a lea-

learning taSk

that items-

ideas, concepts, materials are themselves in ome way relataile

learner's structure of knowledge. (2) Secend, the learner must have

within him a 'meanengful learneeg,se thee is, a dispositiaa to

elate a nee learning task to his xisting cognitive organisation.

There can be lit 1 argument.that-in the larger eense apy

la_megt fulfills condition 1, in that languages are clearly_of

potential and actual meaning to hemep beings. Meat there is a great

deal of argument over, however, is whether the units into which we

classifY language in the language classroom are indeed meaningful!
/-

Tha second condition iMplies another question: what are the



crucial prope,tiea of a =min ful learning set and ao what degree eaa

meaningful learning seto be acquired or /earned or induced? And this

question implies a theory of human behavior Which must include many

aspects of cognitive, affective, and psychomotor processes es they

relate to language learnies.

Sca in the ESL classroom. in order to satisfy condition l the

underlying character of the items of cur lessons--the rules of the lang-

uage and the particular aamples of language we choosemust be poten

tially meaningful that is, they must bear same relationship to the

reality of the learner . itaid in order to sativfy condition 2, te chars

need to create optimal conditions, through classroom techniques where.h

by students can maintain maximal use of meaningful /earning processes.

Focusing on the specific topic of grammar teaching ESL 9 Ise

can see that for some decades If notlanger, grammar has been a contr

versial topic in linguiatics and language teaching0 Arguments have

ranged from the relative merits of transformational grammar in the

language classroma to the v!rtuei nductiveanA deductive teabniqu

and even to the quest f whether ornaal "gramme has any place at
a I in foreign language learning0

the

Russell Campbelliaresently

-state efl:_the:ar in grammar teachings notedt,

The ability of our students to speak and understand a fore se
laaguage must, in part depend upon ear ability as teachers to
provide them with the opportunity to acquire nativeaspeaker
competence-9 that is, to provide them with the,rules that will
permit them to produce and interpret an infinite number of
grammatical sentences they have liever seen or heard in our
clasarooms or in the textbooks they use. (1970:37)

ing

This is not a revolutionary statement it simply recognizes that language

is by= its very nature rule-governeda But two Important questions that
a

_must_be answared-abent the,atatelent_are- first- what aLe-the rules
ara



anguage (vary little han been discovered about thc ru'es by uhich

we, in reality, operate), and second, what are the optimal means by

which these rules can be acquired in second language learners? Thus

the two basic conditions of meaningful learning aerve to define two

questions that we face as ESL teachers confronted with either a "grammar"

class, or with teething and integrating grammar" into our daily lessons.

Thn first question, more specificall is: with reference to ESL,

Is there a nmeaningful" grammar (ore system of rules of the langeage)

whidh we can identify and use? py "meaningful grammar" I am referring

eo a set of rules ehich is "psyChologically real" in the sense that

the rules the aelvea, as described, represent er at least approzimate

cognitive processe and categoeies through Which humans operate. That

s to say, grammatical structures are "psrchologically real" if 'hey

describe or directly relate to mental prote uE, and r call.

For example n transformational-generative (TO) grammer, we could ask:

is a sentence in the passive voice indeed processed and stored in some

kind of "active' famnwith a PASSIVE node attached? Or, does the numhe

f transformat ons envoleed in derivieg a particular surface

c reelate with the coepleniey of th sentence when

other sentences for example is the sentence:

) Bill doesn't have a home.

more "complex" cognitively than:

(2) Alin hey a home-.
_

ompared with

If the-negative traneformeeionemakes:
_

Mere-OpmpleXethan (2) then

we have-to decide whether, cogaitive -(1)lieereallyeany,morecomp e
_ .



(3) Bill i homeless.

In this sense grammatical ezity" may be very di fficnit to define .

Campbell admitted at the end of his article thet "there are still

substantial areas of English grammar that have not bean fully under-

stood and reduced to =lee. And of the rules now available to us, many

are controversial and imcomplete. (1970:47) And by now we have become

hardened to Chcms!tya eidely quoted utatoment at the 1966 N.E. Confer-

ence on the ieapplicabilltr of TG theory to language teaching (Chomsky

1966). Actuallyp both the steuctural and the TG tadLtiniw seem to

provide rather ill-conceived notions of te." Structuralists

give us detailed methods for analysing surface features of languages

but offer little insight into teaching the underlying structures of

language which are obviously necessary, Campbell pointed out

produce creativity in second language acquisition. TO linguist

provides enplicit formai

nature of language but thos

that the language te

accounting e g a t v a Oa e

a e so far e arnovad from reality

e i left confused and bewildered. Lewis.receatly

noted: "Perhaps the theor of transformational grammar is an

to any known method, th rthodoe, rigid see of tha.y

f e a student's area

wathodW

view of

is that

will have

meaningful

. .

powers. ./t conceivablle that a

to be developed. (1972:9-0) from the point .of

learning, one of the main problems with TG grammar

the syntactic component is the-base component of language,
_

there semantic' rules ate "interpretive" eulese operating on the ayntax.

The criterion of "psychologieal reality" calls for a complete reversal

of_this netione with the aementic or degnieive-CeMeenent as-the base

at the,deepese -level of-/angUage.e A-,meane_

ive gr Tcoiiitiva base-0-'1n

theory i-elf elanguage____

tive,-: it is -easy
e,
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see how TG grammar has "failed" in foreign laigusge teaching0

A cognitive or semantic base--and thus a greater degree of psy

logical reality--is suggested by recent generative semantic theories

of language. Case grammar seems to fall tato this same category.

Nilsen(1971) described some of the potential uses of case grammar la

BBL, showing that it can lead to structural11,-h .ed ESL lessens that

are at the same time situatlonel and meaningful. Consid r the following

sentences:

(4) The city is notay0

(5) The rush hour is noi

(6) The motor ix noisy.

To describe "the city," "the rush hour," and "the motor" all as nub e

neun-phrases is probabLy farther from reality than to differentiate

the three by describing them respectively es a "

and an "instrumen

'temporal,"

Simi/arly, "John" and "Bill" in the follcmfrg

sentences:

John ha a new eat.

Bill ate the banana

have a erience and au ent respectively, Sernantc organia-

a.tion is the base an4 thu

fEoIn this semantic base.

This of course does

forms the deep atructure syntax then e erges

meaa that among traditional, structural

and TG gradMars there have, been no rUles which-are real. For Centuries

English grammarians have spolcen of the-distinction between present perfect

and-past perfect-tenies,-qUite_1! t.ia_the:sense that- huMen-beings
.

i_conceptualise many items-notonly in Lerms of -Chronological order

but-alio With the-present moment-tas-a-focal-pointof reference. -The_-



grammatical deacraption reflects this phenomenon. But, in contrast,

if words like "might," "can," and "raill" are called auEilliaries

"helping verbs" we way have wandered far fram rea ity in that the

cognitive cates_Aas of potantiality, capability, and futurity, are

major categories by whida we analyze and cia seify the -paid and ourselves.

So if I say:

(9) He mi, t be nbie te go to the game tonight .

in terms of cognitive realiZT I sm speaking of [POUNTIALITY- CA2ABILITY

FUTURITY + agent + locomotioa + locative + time]. It wnuld be hard to

argue that what I "really" thought in my mind was something like

[pronoun + auxiliary 4- verb of be.s. g adjealse t infinitive J.6p

itional phrase + adverb], or even [noun phrase 4-verb phrase].

With a aemantically or cognitively based grammar, rthermore such

seutrccs as

could all be

(10) through (14)--structura1ly diverse by snie standards--

rized as a camantically similar:

0 I. saw a be ho.bad d hair.

11 I saw a boy and he-had red hair,

w a red-headed boy,,

e boy I saw was a ree-head.

1 d -headed boy was seea by ma.

They all involve, in various permutations of eategories, and ia azy-

ing degrees of emphasis, [agent + visual perception+ object attribute].

In its ultimate form, then, a cognitive or meaningful approach to

_

grammatical analysis could lead to a complete restructuring of out

conception of- gramma' r tUrn,-= shauld result- la-more meaningful
_
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This brings me to the second question, an equally, if not more

crucial issue: the means OT method by which grammar is to b- taugh

order to be optimally meaningful within the learner hiu elf, to

satisfy condition 2.

There is little value a ising the age-old debate ever inducti

versus deductive /earning in a second /anguage. It Ls hardly a question

of or nothing 1 some degree of both kinds of learning is clearly

necessary. The important matter here is that neither kind of learning

guarantees success. Both types of learning can lead to boredom and

failure: our deductive explanations are often too longs, abstract and

unclear; GUT classroom discussions sometimes center Shout: one small

detail which interests only one or two students; or perhaps our care-

fully planned inductive d ills lack that bit of zest that 3.5 needed

to keep things lively and fresh.- k

then, is finding approaches in the c

emerges of cucinimportance,

assroam that make maximum appeal

to meaningful learning sets withke the learneLs. 'Ibis appeal should

sbe e basis the total human organism - e ense

that co _itive ef active', arAd psychomotor processes are all involved .

On of these domains that has been minimized for too long is, the
_

affective domain. Some-recent research (Nelson and Jakdbovits, 1170;-
-

La Forge, 1971; ft&eia 1971) on language learning suggests that the

ombination of effectivity and cognition in what has been called

"mntivation has almost everything-to do with-suceessrittsecond lang_

nage learning..

How can we_br ng about this optiMe1 !tblend", of -variables zsores

promote meaningful learning, and_minimize rather nefficient rota

processes in the ESL classroom A stage of man
= - _

_-= -L



language learning is probably indispensable, whether the teacher"

provides it or not. And I believe it is only an unfortunate set of

circumstances that so much of this aspect of language learning has

degenerated into rote sItuations0 This tendency was illustrated

recently in an amusing incident that occurred in Detroit: a school

boy was asked to write down same sentences on a piece of paper, and

be said "ain't got no pencil." Disapproving of the ton-stendard
4

response, the teacher embarked on a barrage of model patterns for

child: 1 don't have* panCil...You don t have a pencil000e doesn t

have a pencil...etcr' Bewildered by this intimidating onslaught of

patterns, the child innocently repliedv int nobedY got no pencil

We should also recognise that from the very beginning stages

language learning can and should be meaningful: in some way the

distinctive it of a les must be related Ito a sting cognitive

structure, "sUbsumed" into an organized whole else they will be

very easily forgotteno Reliance in ESL upon "memorization --if the,

term implies TOte practicing of items until through conditioning,

and perhaps overlearning, certain words_orPatterns are "learned"--

is strongly challenged by the concept of meaningful learning.

"Operant conditioning," as a rote process in umae beings is severe

limited with respect to foreign language /earning; it can perhaps only

be applied fruitfully to psychothetor muscular coordinat n-in-the_erti

culation process0 Certa.n1y the complekities-of'oemor

linguistic-encodingend decoding are well beyone conditioning pare 'gas.
,

-So-lmeaningful"TO*1

cleases,iand--with'resPet,_ _

.04beg



receptive emotionally committed student, and a positive pport between
teacher and student. Classroom activities themselves can take on
meaning in a number of ways: (a) inductive drills and other exercises
should point toward a specific grammatical goal which is clear to all
students; (b) sentences should as mach as possible relate to situations
which are real. to the student, and shoad progress from thought to
related thought; Co) as ranch as possible one shauld allow reality and_
truth to be expressed by the student; mui (d) allow the manipulative

tage to continue only through the point of "muscular habituation,"

since this, along with inductive internalizing of rules, is the purpose_
of manipulative activities. These kinds of manipulative activities

if built upon psychologically real gramma4ca foundations, should

fulfill both of_the original conditions for meaningful learning.
Beyond the, manipulative -stage-of learningg : corariukiication'beenues

is
--_ _ _ _ __ _ _

l and for meaningful__-:1-earnifig-rtio,-"Continne-,Itheiearlier", commun--
ication begins, the hatter.-- Thraigh,Caliannicatien=the learner himself_is better:able to relate his neW-laanage-to his -own cognitive organ-

= _

ilat ion.- At this _stage _:'-''grammar."- its eifiTial-morel easily: adaptable- to

_deduttive :explanationa -and _class disóuBuLans The latter Often- serVe
as inetely 1 az diVers1.0apr triro-
wire



motivating sets is of utmost iwportance and students must see purposive.

nese La explanations.

Above all, if the.. c plezlties of the /earner and the complexities

of human linguistic interaction are yell researched, and creatively

reflected La all of our grammar lessons than griunr if it is psycho-

logically real, can remain as cue of the key categories in for ign

language teaching
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